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Peripherals

Full HD

Iris 
USB Webcam - A09
- COMPATIBLE WITH USB-A & USB-C

- COMPATIBLE WITH USB-A & USB-C

Part no Colour

IUWA09  Silver and black  

Built-in
Microphones

1080p Video with AI Powered Autofocus

Grainy or poorly-lit video calls, conferences and streams can be distracting. Worse still, they can look unprofessional. ALOGIC built a 
CMOS sensor into its Iris Webcam so the camera constantly tracks and focuses on the user and subjects in shot. The metallic-finished 
camera has the smarts to focus on your movement and quickly adjust its video for high resolution recording. This is a big benefit when 
you use Iris-compatible video conferencing software such as Zoom, Messenger, Skype, or Teams.

Fast Installation
& Easy Use 

Built-in Noise 
Cancellation 
Microphones

Webcam with
Privacy Cover

1080p Webcam 
with Autofocus

Iris 
USB Webcam - A09
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A Webcam for Privacy-Conscious Professionals at Home
Privacy cover prevents potential intruders viewing video through the webcam

For privacy-conscious camera users, the Iris Webcam features a privacy filter that’s been purpose-built to complement the device’s 
overall design. The privacy cover enables camera users to control what the Iris captures at any time and prevents potential intruders 
viewing video through the webcam.

Clear Audio with Noise Cancelling Mics
Two in-built stereo microphones

Stunt the awkward pauses and disruptions that can dampen video calls. The Iris’s two in-built stereo microphones that capture the right 
natural sounds and dimmish distractive noise. This is a great help for professional meetings and for playback quality of content such as 
webinars, vlogs and explainer videos.

Webcam with
Privacy Cover
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Fast Installation & Easy Use
Adjustable clip and head

ALOGIC Iris Webcam can be easily installed and using its ergonomic adjustable clip and head, helping you get an optimal viewing angle. 

Fast Installation
& Easy Use 

Resolution Software Compatibility

Package Includes Warranty

User Interface

Physical Characteristics Compliance

Input
Output

Product Dimensions
CMF

Weight

1x Iris USB-C/A Webcam - A09
1x USB-A to USB-C Adapter
1x User manual

2 Year

USB-A Cable
USB 2.0 / USB 3.0

72mm (L) x 48mm (W) x 50mm (H)
Aluminium Case (Silver), 
ABS Body (Black)
124g

CE / ROHS / FCC

Full HD - 1920 x 1080 Zoom/ Messenger/ Skype/  Teams/ ManyCam/ Other video 
conferencing softwares

Sensor

2 Megapixel CMOS


